Bordados Porno, Pedro Morales. Virtual Reality Project 2007
Bordados Porno is an investigation about virtual reality through
stereograms. It consists of 16 digital stereograms; hand made using
as support industrially produced household items, of the kind that
populate our lives by the hundreds: shirt buttons, rubber bands, glass
beads, wiggle eyes, cross stitch thread.
The images have been
processed using 3D application software, then materialized on fabrics
using those materials. The work has been conceived to be digital up to
the assembling of the stereograms: the final product are handcrafted
objects made using ancient embroidery techniques to recreate virtual
reality. The stereogram gives me an interesting path into virtual reality
and fractal geometry, for it develops the possibilities of a surface to
the fullest. The 3D scenes shown in this work are sculptures depicting
sexually explicit positions taken from the Kama Sutra.
The viewer is not a passive recipient of the artwork; it is an active
decoder that uses his brain and vision as living tools that transfer his
consciousness to an alternate reality. The beauty of stereograms does
not lie in the faithful reproduction of reality, but in the sensation of
happiness one experiences in being able to make sense of the 3-D
information contained in a textured surface showing apparently
nothing else.
BordadosPorno is also a reflection on how the Internet impacts
our attitude towards sex, an issue constantly present via the web:
every screen is a window to porn material. In spite of the easy access
to sexual content, watching it is a private act. By asking the spectator
to voluntarily search into his brain for stereoscopic vision, I look for a
sensation that can only be felt individually, even among a crowd. This
kind of stereoscopic phenomena proposes a metaphor in relation to the
information age, and gives us a sense of the new socio-cultural milieu
that this era originates.
The artist proposes this work as a new advance at the edge
where art and science fuse to prove that both have to do primordially
with beauty. Through virtual reality, a work of art is digitally created
on the computer's screen, and later materialized in physical pieces that
are unique on account of their conceptualization, beauty and
workmanship. Therein lies the artist's mind, the relation explored in a
never ending process: the search of the human through technological
advances, that endearing flirting between science and beauty.

My proposal aims to break paradigms on virtual reality, to push
its limits to a maximum, to trigger new challenges for stereography.
We don’t know exactly what happens in our brains when we see
something 3-D on an irregular plane, when we become instruments for
art. Perhaps one would have to search for the key to that mystery in
one's heart. For in any case, it has been human curiosity that has
made the stereogram into the urban phenomenon it is today, urging
me to the study of virtual reality, presenting handcrafted stereograms
as true virtual nature.
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Context

The human brain constitutes the most amazing virtual reality machine
that has ever been discovered. Attempts throughout history to create illusions
in three dimensions have always tried to copy artificially what the human perceptual system accomplishes through its own natural process. Each second of
our waking hours, our brains transform a whole stream of perceptions sensed
by two visual detectors, two audio detectors, two position detectors and an extensive range of tactile detectors, into the three-dimensional model we inhabit
and call 'reality'.
The earliest known attempts to create three-dimensional illusions date
from the era of caves, such as the 15,000-year-old Lascaux pictures. They
were deliberately rendered in three dimensions on the stones' protrusions. It
is said that with the aid of a torch's soft light these pictures gain a three-dimensional, surprisingly vivid quality. We try to create illusions in three dimensions (3-D) as a reflection of the 3-D illusions produced by the nervous system. Learning to see a three-dimensional world constitutes a natural effect of
our perceptual systems, but it is a learned skill: During the first weeks of our
lives we have to learn how to coordinate our eye muscles, the movement of
our hands and our mental models. We learn to create such perfect 3-D models
and at such an extraordinary speed that from that moment on we forget that
we are doing it.
It is possible to consider sculpture, painting (specially since the introduction of perspective drawing), photography, film and virtual reality technology,
as an evolution of the different tools that help us duplicate the models through
which we perceive the world. Stereography constitutes an important ring in
the multidisciplinary chain of virtual reality.
The art and science of creating stereoscopic images is older than photography (European painters experimented with stereoscopy before the discovery of the photographic 'stereo pairs') but the stereoscopists' virtual subculture stems from the Great Exhibition held at the Crystal Palace, London,
in the mid-nineteenth century. Queen Victoria and Prince Albert became interested in the stereoscopic samples there exhibited, an interest with which
they officially inaugurated a world-wide passion. The principle of stereoscopy
is simple. We behold the world through our eyes, each of which sees the world
from a different viewing angle, and such binocular vision allows us to visualize
the world in three dimensions. Our brains merge the two simultaneous images
of perceived reality into one single three-dimensional representation. Stereography is based on the fact that our brains keenly perceive anything that may
offer to our two eyes identical information from slightly different perspectives.

Domestic stereoscopic devices were quite popular during the 1950’s, and a
world-wide fraternity of stereoscopists has kept the enthusiasm for three- dimensional images alive until today. In the same way virtual reality makes use
of two displays, one for each eye in order to imitate human binocular vision,
stereograms make use of one image for each eye in order to trick the brain
into believing it perceives a single three-dimensional scene. Virtual reality's
new era began when computer graphics became sophisticated enough as to
provide movable images for a stereoscopic projection.

Introduction

Pedro Morales’search for the possibilities within virtual reality has focused on
stereography for over a decade. The result of his study are three-dimensional
virtual objects and figures of his own making presented as images on a wall,
free from wires and screens, yet keeping their digital nature. Ten years of
dwelling with stereograms have yielded his recent work, a suite of handcrafted
yet digital stereograms. “BORDADOS PORNO” is the result of a long creative
seclusion, proposed as a leap forward that sets anew digital art’s frontiers. Like
in his previous works, Morales aims at redefining the boundaries and defies the
possibilities of virtual reality.
Finding 3-D visual phenomena stimulating, the author has wanted to explore
a hyper- dimensional art-world by offering a three-dimensional approach to a
work of art, represented here by tiny objects (ordered or at random) as texturized fractal patterns. Through this research the artist attempts to stimulate
the human brain through the incorporation of time and movement factors, and
intends to produce other dimensions from ordinary every day materials.
BORDADOS PORNO also proposes a reflection on how the Internet impacts our
attitude towards sex, an issue constantly present via the web: every screen is
a window to porn material. The goal is that the viewer resorts to a sensation
of individual and personal perception more than to any other general aesthetic
sense such as the one valued by traditional art.
In the privacy of the encounter with his virtual reality, Pedro Morales challenges the curiosity for the forbidden. He places the viewers, almost surreptitiously, in contact with sexually explicit scenes. Such as it occurs in daily life
computer usage, where running into the genre is recurrent and intrusive. Morales takes this lead and elevates it, making it magically intimate, remarkably
beautiful. Though true to their digital nature, there is not a machine in sight.
Instead, “BORDADOS PORNO” constitutes the study of volume through digital
stereograms, deals with the use of ordinary materials, routine shapes presented first in a real dimension. The artist started off from primary stage of scenes
- E-frontier-Poser, Autodesk-3DMAX - and used stereographic techniques that
involved texturized fractals patterns in order to generate volumes - 3D Miracle,
Single Image Stereograms application software- and thus create the sensation
of three- dimensionality on an irregular handcrafted surface.

A little bit of History

By the end of the 19th century, virtual reality exerted a powerful influence on
optical technology in the guise of photography, stereoscopy, and cinematography. It was a time when the camera obscura and the stereoscope drew science and modern art together yet again. When the daguerreotype technique
was introduced (1839), it was quickly applied to stereoscopy. Stereoscopic
pictures were greatly popular and used as Victorian travel guides, story tellers,
educators. Thus the unsuspected success of stereoscopic pornography in Europe was made possible.
In their 1984 book Modern Art and Modern Science: The Parallel Analysis of
Vision, Vitz and Glimcher call attention to the extent to which the diffusion of
stereoscopic images influenced the work of modern painters. Olympia, Manet's pioneering work, was directly influenced by popular stereoscopic pornography, this being the reason why it became the object of scandal in that
period's France. In the same way, cubism, a style that offered a vision of the
world from different angles, was influenced by new optical technology, including stereoscopy. With the aid of photographer Man Ray, Marcel Duchamp took
stereoscopic pictures of his 'rotatory glass plates' and 'rotatory demisphere.'
Duchamp expected that a stereoscopic vision of rotating three-dimensional objects could create a sensation of four dimensions. He thought that if one could
produce a three-dimensional image from a two-dimensional surface it might
be possible to extend even further the sense of two-dimensionality. We can
see the influence of nineteenth-century non-Euclidean mathematics and Ndimensional geometry on the early twentieth-century's art.
Other artists tried to include stereoscopic technology in their works. Salvador
Dali created several stereographic pictures and even tried to make holograms
during a time. His 'Crucifixion (Corpus Hipercubicus)' testifies to his fascination with a four-dimensional world. Dutch graphic artist M. C. Escher also
showed an interest in stereoscopic vision. Following the technical advice of
Bruno Ernst, Escher devised a special viewer that could project an image both
vertically and horizontally through the use of prisms. The marvel experienced
by Escher at that moment remains alive in the wonderful body of works he left
us.
Soto and Cruz-Diez were other great researchers of optical phenomena.
Though distanced from stereographic techniques, they furthered the exploration of ways to achieve new dimensions in front of the eyes of the beholder.
About Stereograms
Stereogram is a generic term that designates two-dimensional images which,
when seen ‘correctly’, may be perceived as three-dimensional ones. Stereovision is one of the most fascinating aspects of human perception. Its existence

was unknown until the 1830s, when Charles Wheatsome informed the Royal
Society of London that the small differences between images projected to both
eyes offered a vivid sensation of spatial depth in three dimensions. The next
quantum step may have been the invention in 1960 of random-dot stereograms by Bela Julesz, a Hungarian emigrant that worked at Bell Laboratories
in the United States. In generating a depth signal in a field of random dots, he
showed that 3-D shapes did not need to be visible in a monocular way in order
to be actually seen. Random-dot stereograms possess an enigmatic quality:
their three-dimensional aspect seems to emerge mysteriously from the field
of dots, oftentimes slowly evolving during some minutes before reaching its
full expression. It is almost as if we could observe our brains working toward
solving the puzzle consistent in the combination of dots by both eyes to obtain
depth information. Such a realization of mental processes has prompted many
artists and scientists to concentrate their efforts on the problems offered by
stereoscopic vision, and it is one of the reasons that have motivated this segment of the present research.
Random-dot Stereogram
One basic factor of relatively recently developed technologies as the television
screen and the electronic printer is the meaningful arrangement of dots on an
even surface. The random- dot stereogram makes use of such a simple concept and literally adds a new dimension to it. At first sight, a random-dot stereogram may seem a meaningless design, but when seen three- dimensionally
it reveals an image that had remained hidden on the two-dimensional plane.
Random-dot stereograms benefit from the fact that our brain's visual processor focuses in a specially intense way on identical elements located in both our
left and right visual fields. Introducing identical but displaced images made up
of dots in both the right and left sides of a random-dot field, stereograms produce shapes that, until the moment when the brain perceives them correctly,
resemble something like a 2-D 'visual noise.'
Random-dot stereograms are the means that allow us to see surprising 3-D
illusions without the aid of special glasses, head-mounted devices, or optical
inventions of any kind. All one needs to do is learn a simple way of relaxing
the eye’s muscles and letting the focal point to move gradually. Sometimes
this requires a certain practice, until we learn how to program our brains adequately in order to see the three-dimensional figures hidden in the stereograms.
Until recently, all stereograms were made up of two images.
In 1983, Christopher W. Tyler changed this schema with his invention of the
one-image stereogram, one of the major achievements in the history of stereoscopy. Without Tyler's accomplishments, the stereogram would not exist
as we know it today. It was no longer necessary to have two images in order
to achieve three-dimensionality. This invention represents more than a simple
technological advance that allows us to combine the data of two images into
a single one. With only a single stroke, the one-image stereogram radically
surpassed the sphere of the stereoscopic medium, transforming it into an art
form with immeasurable potentialities.

When for the first time one manages to place one's eyes in the correct position
and see the hidden volume in a stereogram, one undergoes a really spectacular experience. Suddenly, the page jumps from two to three dimensions. Forms
emerge from a disordered ground and make up layers and planes on the foreand back-grounds. That which was two-dimensional stops being so and on the
plane appears a volume.
This kind of stereogram was commercially and massively produced for the first
time in the United States in 1990 in the form of posters that were later exported to Europe and Japan. Such posters inspired Japanese publicists to have
this sort of stereograms published as budget editions of illustrated books. In
only one year, more than ten different publishers produced more than a million
issues of these 3-D books, only in Japan. The popularity of random-dot stereograms increased to the point of including not only occasional book buyers and
curious artists, but also young mathematicians and computer programmers,
who keep intense e-mail discussions and exchange tips about ways of viewing
new types of stereograms and programming computers to create such images.

GOALS

The artist proposes this work as a new advance at the edge where art and
science fuse to prove that both have to do primordially with beauty. Through
virtual reality, a work of art is digitally created on the computer's screen, and
later materialized in physical pieces that are unique on account of their conceptualization, beauty and workmanship. Therein lies the artist's mind, the relation
explored in a never ending process: the search of the human through technological advances, that endearing flirting between science and beauty.
Finding 3-D visual phenomena stimulating, the author has wanted to explore
a hyper- dimensional art-world by offering a three-dimensional approach to a
work of art, represented here by objects (ordered or at random) as texturized
fractal patterns. Through this research the artist attempts to stimulate the human brain through the incorporation of time and movement factors, and intends to produce other dimensions from ordinary every day materials.
BORDADOS PORNO also proposes a reflection on how the Internet impacts our
attitude towards sex, an issue constantly present via the web: every screen is
a window to porn material. The goal is that the viewer resorts to a sensation
of individual and personal perception more than to any other general aesthetic
sense such as the one valued by traditional art.

Description of the Creative Process

Concept
BORDADOS PORNO is an Installation about virtual reality through stereograms.
It consists of a series of digital stereograms; hand made using as support industrially produced household items, of the kind that populate our lives by the hundreds: shirt buttons, rubber bands, glass beads, wiggle eyes, cross stitch thread.
The images have been processed using 3D application software, then materialized on fabrics using those materials. The work has been conceived to be digital up to the assembling of the stereograms: the final product are handcrafted
objects made using ancient embroidery techniques to recreate virtual reality.
The stereogram gives me an interesting path into virtual reality and fractal geometry, for it develops the possibilities of a surface to the fullest. The 3D scenes
shown in this work are sculptures depicting sexually explicit positions taken from
the Kama Sutra.
In spite of the easy access to sexual content, watching it is a private act. By asking the spectator to voluntarily search into his/her brain for stereoscopic vision, I
look for a sensation that can only be felt individually, even among a crowd. This
kind of stereoscopic phenomena proposes a metaphor in relation to the information age, and gives us a sense of the new socio-cultural milieu that this era originates.
With this installation, the author intends to draw the spectator closer to virtual
reality, a manifestation that had an impact on the visual arts of the late twentieth-century and towards which one could not possibly remain indifferent. Virtual
reality is exemplified here by the stereogram, for it allows creating a three- dimensional representation on an irregular surface. This theme has been resistant
and problematic throughout the history of two-dimensional art, being directly
advanced during the Renaissance development of perspective drawing and in
modern art movements such as cubism. Not surprisingly, there are artists who,
at the dawn of the third millennium, decided to test their abilities by painting
stereoscopically, to deal with this issue, represented in the installation BORDADOS PORNO, Morales’ approach to three-dimensionality.

Method employed
For the purpose of this investigation, single image stereograms have been created using the random dot method. There are many ways of creating autostereograms, but they all require a computer of some kind, unless one should want
to engage in a very meticulous game that involves cutting and pasting. Stereograms are designed according to the same principle of drawing a gray-hued image on a base and subsequently converting it into a 3-D one. The idea consists

of creating a random-dot image in which depth stands out where the gray-hued
image is lighter and recedes where it is darker. The sensation that stems from
such a superposition of planes gives origin to virtual volumes. The sketched base
provides many options for controlling 3-D forms in the autostereogram, allowing
one to select sections of it with the mouse's cursor, place them in any part of the
image and lend them depth by granting them the right level of gray.
What essentially characterizes the stereogram is the generation of a field of
vertical strips of repeating random dots. The key principle followed in order to
achieve a depth illusion is to combine the repetition's width with the 3-D depth
value one wishes to grant to a particular point. The change is produced in the
rate of repetition rather than in a single lateral heightening (as in common stereograms), for any portion of this design viewed by one eye must remain superposed on an adjacent piece viewed by the other eye. Thus, a cumulative heightening is needed in order to maintain depth on a new level, which translates into
a change in the repetition's width instead of a discrete heightening between the
eyes. To change the disparity at any point, one needs simply to alter the repetition's width at that point. The only limit to the amount and position of the disparities is the size of the random-dot elements. For instance, one can produce
a stereoscopic border of any orientation by changing the step of the repetition's
width along any (imaginary) line of the orientation required in the stereogram.
In more detail, a certain number of random dots is generated for each horizontal
line and stored at the beginning of a string. Such a quantity equals the proportion of separation plus the greatest depth of the design that one requires. One
then adds or subtracts the required depth for each position on the line to or from
the width of the repetition cycle (depending on whether the figure is to be seen
through crossed or uncrossed binocular fusion) in order to determine from which
point of the cycle the next random dot must be selected. Given that the stereo
image is in itself repetitive, an over convergence may result in a leap to the next
level of alignment, which is an even plane.
One of the options allowed for by the principle of the repetition's width is that
depth may change as quickly as the dot's size permits, in either a horizontal or
vertical direction. This essentially makes possible the representation of any arbitrary three-dimensional form, even though smoother surfaces are quantified
according to determined depth levels by the size of the discrete dots used in the
making of the images.
The emphasis has been placed on the deep image that is present around a
significant level of the repetition's width in relation to the printed fabric. Another
stereoscopic image will be produced if a convergence takes place through two
significant widths of repetition. The simplest and most used method to perceive
the image's depth is to diverge the eyes in such a way that by simply relaxing the vision, as if to see behind the paper plane, one can position the angle of
convergence at the correct point to heighten the distant stereo image. The autostereogram seems to have assured a brilliant future as a tool for exploring the
third dimension.

The Integration of Art and Science

Even though advances in the field of perceptual psychology made the randomdot stereogram possible, one could not write a history of it without mentioning
the artists who immediately recognized its potential and who have exploited it
through the works they have created. Some artists, for example, found inspiration in the concept of 'cyclopean perception' developed by Julesz in many scientific articles in the sixties and in his book, Foundations of Cyclopean Perception, published in 1971. One of those artists is Swiss creator Alfons Schilling,
who lived in New York between 1962 and 1986. Schilling was initially interested
in holograms, and conducted laboratory experiments along with Don White, a
resident scientist. After experimenting with several types of 3-D stereoscopic
systems, such as the 'lenticular lens-screen' and the 'vectographer,' he began to
draw images that were separated for the right and left eye and that he camouflaged with lines and dots. Later on, White introduced him to Bela Julesz, and
after seeing the random-dot stereograms for the first time, Schilling proceeded
to develop his own method for creating random-dot stereograms, by painting
directly on canvas without the aid of a computer. In 1974, in connection with a
New York exhibit of his 3-D work, Schilling printed some sketches of a method
for creating a random-dot stereogram using columns of narrow, vertical and
'monocular' strips with which he covered a wide 'binocular' area -that is to say, a
continuous 3-D image. It was the same method later perfected by Tyler. However, without the aid of a computer, the practical limit of Schilling's manual method
remained established in six vertical columns.
In Japan, graphic designer Masayuki Ito had already, in 1970, created a singleimage stereogram, using four strips of random-dot models. What is remarkable
about this first single-image stereogram made by Ito is that it also may be seen
by flipping the image 90 degrees, and once again by flipping it 45 degrees, for
each angle offers a different 3-D image. Ito originally created his stereogram to
illustrate an article for the Winter 1970 issue of Graphic Design. The technique
that he used was different from that which Tyler would use years later in his autostereogram, but Ito also attempted to improve Julesz's two-image stereogram
with a single-image technique that would be easier to 'see' with the naked eye.
The first attempts of these and other artists do not undermine the value of
Tyler's achievements. By establishing the theories that made possible the systematic creation of a single-image, random-dot stereogram using a computer, he
prepared the terrain that allowed many people, including the artist, to enter the
fantastic world of perceptual fantasy.
In retracing the history of these perceptual phenomena, we find similar parallel
discoveries by scientists and artists in repeated occasions. Even the 'painted paper effect', the basis for the recently developed painted-paper stereogram, was
discovered by Brewster, the inventor of the stereoscope, in the nineteenth century. And Christopher Tyler affirms to have discovered stereoscopic images in
the floor tiles of Roman buildings, even though we cannot know for sure if they
were deliberately created.

Conclusions

My proposal aims to break paradigms on virtual reality, to push its limits to a
maximum, to trigger new challenges for stereography. We don’t know exactly
what happens in our brains when we see something 3-D on an irregular plane,
when we become instruments for art. Perhaps one would have to search for the
key to that mystery in one's heart. For in any case, it has been human curiosity
that has made the stereogram into the urban phenomenon it is today, urging
me to the study of virtual reality, presenting handcrafted stereograms as true
virtual nature.
The undercurrent of visual tension that accompanies the viewing of the stereograms arises from the fact that when attention is occupied by one perspective,
the pull of its overlapping 3D nature is subliminally felt. A significant effect of
this perceptual uncertainty is to disrupt the viewer’s involvement with the object perceived and shift his or her attention to the act of perception itself. The
viewer is not a passive recipient of the artwork; it is an active decoder that
uses his brain and vision as living tools that transfer his consciousness to an alternate reality. The beauty of stereograms does not lie in the faithful reproduction of reality, but in the sensation of happiness one experiences in being able
to make sense of the 3-D information contained in a textured surface showing
apparently nothing else.
The artist proposes this work as a new advance at the edge where art and
science fuse to prove that both have to do primordially with beauty. Through
virtual reality, a work of art is digitally created on the computer's screen, and
later materialized in physical objects that are unique on account of their conceptualization, beauty and workmanship. Therein lies the artist's mind, the
relation explored in a never ending process: the search of the human through
technological advances, that endearing flirting between science and beauty.
Though stereoscopic phenomena rely firmly on psycho-physiological principles,
there is equally and undoubtedly a very personal aspect that one cannot forget.
Even before being able to enter easily a stereoscopic mode of vision, people
frequently discover that the same stereogram can produce different images,
according to the spectator's focal point at a given moment. And, of course, by
switching between parallel and crossed-eyed views, the sense of depth is completely inverted. We cannot be sure a stereoscopic image will be the same for
everybody and under all circumstances. This individual visual experience can be
intensely personal, allowing us to get to know our sense of vision in a visceral
way, to rediscover it as a vital bodily function, and thus reinforcing our sense of
totality.

The emergence of virtual reality as an interactive art might also offer a means to
acquiring certain levels of feedback, originated by the desire to achieve a more
human contact with the modern information environment. In any case, the
dilemma implicit in the virtual reality phenomenon lies in the fact that the more
realistic the situation is, the more obvious the subtle differences between virtual
and 'real' reality become. In this information era, the random-dot stereogram
might provide a means to recovering a sense of equilibrium and totality.

EPILOGUE

Over the last few years there has been a broad diffusion of stereoscopy across
the entire globe, presenting in some places characteristics of a socio-cultural
phenomenon. This trend has been stimulated by the technological advances that
have made possible to simulate realistic, vivid 3-D images on flat surfaces, and
it has taken on several forms, from popular entertainment to 'high-end art.' This
technology can be observed in virtual reality engineering, in the gigantic stereoscopic film theaters of many theme parks, and now in art exhibits. Such developments have prompted the emergence of an enormous amount of stereoscopy
followers of all ages.
As stated above, the random-dot stereogram constitutes one of the most spectacular forms taken by this phenomenon, in which three-dimensionality can be
easily perceived without any devices. It has been a fascinating thing to observe
the fast-paced enthusiasm about 3-D vision with autostereograms. There are
only a small number of experiences producing such a visual emotion as that provided by the obtaining of a totally clear 3-D image that fills our visual field.
From their inception, autostereograms began to be described in computer magazines, from which computer graphic programmers and artists obtained the technique they later refined into an art form. One is impressed by the impetus with
which this technique expanded throughout books, magazines and art galleries,
to the point that autostereograms posters were created for the subway in cities
such as Tokyo. In fact, the Japanese have been the leaders in demonstrating an
impressive level of creativity through this new art form.
The concern about three-dimensionality is far from recent. Minds as privileged
as those of Euclides, Da Vinci and Descartes considered the ways of representing three dimensions on a flat surface. For centuries, countless scientists and
artists have developed a large variety of techniques in this sense. It is only up
until now, with the aid of the digital brain and the expressive potentialities of the
computer, the stereogram has begun a completely new phase, for it involves a
revolution in the field of perceptual psychology, thus enhancing the concept of
the body’s brain as an instrument for art.
However beautifully coherent this intricate and delicate work is, Pedro Morales
emphasizes that it only serves as “support” for his virtual reality findings, the
means to take his viewers to a place so intimate, one can only get there alone.
The picture within the picture, the coherent fractal nature of his work. A hidden place in a virtual setting, third dimension created on irregular surfaces.
Inhabited by bodies expressing their sexuality, surrendered before our eyes to
be detailed unabashedly, viewed and contoured freely and on one’s own, in the
private safety of a unique experience. Porn Embroideries.

Approximation to an instruction: how to
see stereograms

Any person willing to try can master the techniques of unaided stereovision.
Given that one needs to look without focusing, it is important to relax one's eye
muscles. In order to make unaided stereovision easier here are some things to
relax one's eyes:
Look for a quiet, well-lit location.
Look directly and make sure the image is uniformly lit.
Make sure the image is at your eye's level.
Do not worry about such details as the distance in relation to the object you
have chosen to look at.
Do not get obsessed with trying to see. Rest and try again. It is there and won’t
go away.
Do not force your vision, just let it take control while you remain in a state of
contemplation.
Learning to see stereoscopically is like learning to ride a bicycle or learning to
swim; once you have mastered it, your brain will never forget it.
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Pedro Morales (Maracaibo, Venezuela. 1958) is a pioneer of
digital art in Latin America. “La Mirada”, ca. 1989, done entirely in a
PC 8088, is one of the earliest documented digital art works in the
region. It was awarded first prize in a local competition where
recycling was the main theme. His installation “La Mirada” recycled
memories of childhood homes; explored the intimate spaces of the
house, using newly found media. What was a statement then, has
been a constant presence in Pedro Morales’ work: the warmth of
places belonging to the heart, pushing the aesthetic boundaries of
available virtual reality technology.
For eighteen years, Morales´ investigation in the visual arts has
kept the theme of the house, the spaces and living beings in it, as
centre of his digital work. First, using fractal geometry to depict tile
floors, religious icons, and landscapes as seen from a window. The
home that explains us as humans shown using the beauty the artist
laboriously carves out of technology.
Morales received the Investigation in the Arts award at the Salon
Arturo Michelena, (1991), among Venezuela’s most prestigious art
competitions. He exhibited solo at the Sofia Imber Caracas
Contemporary Arts Museum, (1991) and his work “Generación
Fractal”, (1994) was awarded the FAMA endowment for the arts, by
the Polar Foundation, the Grand Award at the 20th Aragua Arts
Competition, (1995), and his work “Images on a wall” was shown at
the PrixArt Electronica in Linz, Austria and ARCO Madrid(2002).
Pedro Morales represented Venezuela at the 50th Venice Biennale
in 2003, with his milestone work “City Rooms”, virtual reality created
on and for the internet. It was censored by the Venezuelan
government for considering it offensive to the revolution. It was
experienced however (navigated) by thousands on-line. “City Rooms”
is a high point in his work and an icon in Venezuelan modern art.
Morales´ has deeply investigated stereography, through his own
virtual volumes, three-dimensional objects and figures freed from
wires and screens, yet true to their digital nature. Ten years have had
to pass for Morales to show the outcome of such research in his recent
work. “Bordados Porno” is the result of a long creative seclusion, a
leap forward that dares set anew digital art’s frontiers, a redefinition of
the boundaries by defying the possibilities of virtual reality.
http://pedromorales.com/cv

PEDRO MORALES born in 1958.

SOLO EXHIBITIONS:
1997-2008 ARTE EN LA RED. INTERNET http://pedromorales.com
2007 Bordados Porno. Galería D’museo. Caracas. 2003 Cityrooms Venice
Biennal.1997 Naturaleza Virtual. Museo Arte Contemporáneo, Maracay; Museo Arte
Contemporáneo Del Zulia, Maracaibo. 1995 Generación FRACTAL. Universidad Simón
Bolívar. Sala De Arte Del Sur. Puerto Ordaz.1994 Naturaleza Virtual. Galería
D'museo. Caracas. 1993 Generación FRACTAL. Galería D'museo. Caracas. 1992. La
Búsqueda Del Centro, Galería Sin Limite. San Cristóbal. Galería La Merced,
Maracaibo. 1991. La Mirada. Museo De Arte Contemporáneo De Caracas Sofía
Imber. Espacios Que Me Habitan, Museo De Arte Moderno De Mérida. Galería Musas.
Maracaibo. 1990. Las Miradas. Galería La Merced. Maracaibo. 1989 Erasmo Y La
Venus Del Espejo. Alianza Francesa De Maracaibo. Alianza Francesa De Mérida.
1988. En La Calle 93, Antes Padilla, Museo De Arte La Rinconada. Caracas. Centro
De Bellas Artes. Maracaibo.

GROUP EXHIBITIONS:
2007. Fia. Caracas. Arteamericas. Miami. 2006. Fia. Caracas. Artbo. Bogota. 2005.
Video Art. Museo Arte Contemporáneo De Caracas. 2004 Feria Iberoamericana De
Arte Fia. Caracas. 2003 First Latin American And Caribbean Video Art Competition
Washington Dc. 2002 Arco, Madrid, España. Prix Ars Electronica. Linz, Austria.
Opening. International Art Gallery, Baltimore, Usa. Videoarte. Museo De Arte
Contemporáneo De Caracas. Fragmento Y Universo. Espacios Corpbanca Caracas.
Llename El Site. 3er Festival Internacional De Investigación Artística De Valencia.
España. First Latin American And Caribbean Video Art Competition And Exhibit.
December 5, 2002 To January 17, 2003. The Cultural Center Of The Inter-American
Development Bank (Idb). Washington Dc. 2000. Soporte Y Creación Artística. Museo
De La Estampa Y El Diseño Carlos Cruz Diez. 1999. San Sebastián. Centro De Arte
Lia Bermúdez. Maracaibo. El Infinito Canto De Este Sol. Maczul. 1998 Arte Digital.
Museo De Los Niños. Caracas. Cd-Rom Interactive Art. Prix Ars Electronica. Linz,
Austria. La Trinidad En Tierra De Gracia, Museo Sacro. Caracas. 1997 El Mirar De La

Mirada. Galería De Arte Nacional. Caracas. La Intimidad. Espacios Union. Caracas.
1996 I Bienal Nacional Del Paisaje. Mac Mario Abreu. Maracay. I Salón Nacional De
"Fax-Art". Galería Municipal De Arte De Maracay. 1995 Héroes Mitos Y Estereotipos.
Espacios Union. Caracas. 20 Aniversario Salón De Arte Aragua. Museo De Arte
Contemporáneo Mario Abreu. 1994 Del Híbrido A La Academia. La Colección. Mavao.
La Colección. Museo De Arte Contemporáneo De Caracas Sofía Imber. Exposición
Itinerante De Artistas Zulianos. Maccsi. 1993 Li Salón De Artes Visuales Arturo
Michelena. Ateneo De Valencia. Salón Anual De Arte Joven Y Lenguajes
Experimentales. Museo De Arte Contemporáneo Bofia Imber. Caracas. Bienal Dimple.
Centro De Bellas Artes. Maracaibo. Memorias De La Visión. Museo De Arte
Contemporáneo Sofía Imber. Confluencias. Museo De Arte De Petare.100 Artistas
Fundadores Centro De Arte Lya Bermúdez. Maracaibo. 1992. Festival Bienal De
Artes Visuales Ciudad De Barquisimeto Museo De Barquisimeto, Febrero - Mayo.
Salón Nacional De Artes Plasticas. Museo De Artes Visuales Alejandro Otero. Caracas,
Julio-Septiembre. Artistes Venezueliens De La Region Du Lac De Maracaibo.
Homenaje Centenario De L.U.Z. Exposición Itinerante. Francia. (1991- 1992). 1991
Ii Salon De Pintura Y Dibujo De La Frontera Colombo-Venezolana. Pamplona-San
Cristóbal-Cucuta. Lix Salon De Artes Visuales Arturo Michelena. Ateneo De Valencia Valencia. Reciclarte. Imau. Gobernación Del Distrito Federal.

AWARDS
1995 20th Edition Award, Salón De Arte Aragua. 1994 Fama Award (Fondo De
Aportes Mixtos A Las Artes). 1992 Experimental Art Award. Festival Bienal De Artes
Visuales Ciudad De Barquisimeto. 1991 Visual Arts Investigation Award (Premio
Investigación En Las Artes Visuales) Salon Arturo Michelena. Valencia. 1990 Painting
Award, X Salon Municipal De Pintura . Maracay. First Place Award, Ii Salon De Arte
Del Reciclaje. Museo De Artes Graficas Balmiro León. Maracaibo. Experimental Art
Award, Iii Bienal De Artes Visuales De Oriente. Museo Ayacucho. Cumana. 1988
Award Bolsa De Trabajo, National Council For The Arts, I Salón Nacional De Artes
Plasticas. Naïve Art Award Ii Bienal De Artes Visuales De Oriente. Cumana. 1st Place
Drawing Award "Lourdes Armas". Bienal De Maracaibo.1986 Drawing Award,Ii Bienal
Ciudad De Maracaibo. 1985 Mention Of Honor, Vi Salón De Arte Fondene. Porlamar.
1983 First Place Painting Award Salón Bicentenario Natalicio Del Libertador. Painting
Award, Ii Salon Lagoven.
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Rojo, rojito. Digital Stereogram.
Satin roses on raffia. 200x200 cms. 2007

L’union de l’Eléphant.
Digital Stereogram. Digital Print. 6 x12 mts. 2007

La position de la Grande Ouverture.
Estereograma digital en ojos de muñeca. 60 x 80 cms. 2007

La posture des Cuillières.
Digital Stereogram on shirt buttons.100x150 cms. 2007

L’union du Loup.
Digital Stereogram on wiggle eyes. 60 x 80 cms. 2007

La position d’Andromaque.
Digital Stereogram on cross stitch. 45 x 60 cms. 2006 -2007

L’union de la Vache (ou Levrette).
Digital Stereogram on glass beads. 60 x 80 cm. 2007

La position du Missionnaire.
Digital Stereogram on glass beads. 60 x 80 cms. 2007

La position de la Grande Ouverture II.
Digital Stereogram on glass beads. 60 x 80 cms. 2007

Le mobile de la Roue.
Digital Stereogram on leather flowers. 100 x 130 cms. 2007

L’union de l’Abeille.
Digital Stereogram on Black silk lace. 40 x 60 cms. 2007.

K Cay. La posture de l’Enclume.
Digital Stereogram on rubber bands. 60 x 80 cms. 2007

Le mobile du Moulin.
Digital Stereogram on fabric applications shape. 2 pieces 60 x 80 cms each. 2007

La posture du Roseau.
Digital Stereogram on glass beads and vinyl shapes.2 pieces 60 x 80 cms each. 2007

L’union de l’Antilope.
Digital Stereogram on wiggle eyes. 40 x 60 cms. 2007.

L’union des deux.
Digital Stereogram on wiggle eyes and glass beads. 60 x 80 cms. 2007

